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Private Woodlots in Quebec  
(La forêt privée chiffrée  FPFQ 2018) 

•     134,000 woodlot owners > 4 hectares 
 
•      29,000 owners with management plans 

•      2017-  371 million $  mill delivered wood 

•       2017-  341 millions $  maple syrup production 

•     25,000 jobs 

•           2,5 billion $ business generation  



  

 •  Landowner profile : farmer or blue collar worker  

•  Many active owners with low mechanization leads to low volume 
harvested  yearly per woodlot   

•   Seasonal revenue diversification for landowner  

•  Low property tax burden  

•  Sell wood to share inheritance and send money to the big city 

•  A woodlot is a profit center based on fiber production   
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 •  A woodlot is an investment at risk.    

•  Profile:  Retired rural dwellers, white and blue collar city 
dwellers.   

•   High mechanization leads to sporadic production 

•   Economy of  scale  (with fiscal incidence).  

•   Property tax burden offsets profits  

•  Selling wood   =    low on scale of woodlot owner values.  

•  Money for the woodlot comes from outside income.   4 
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 •  Surface area 47 hectares / Productive forest  40 hectares  

•  Value:  600,00$ per acre/ 1500$ per hectare =  70 500$  

•  Tax burden:  560$ property tax  and  140$ school tax = 700$ 

•  Annual growth @ 3 cubic meters / hectare = 120 cubic meters 

•  Harvest per 20 year cycle: 2 400 cubic meters =  60 truck loads  

•  SFM tax cost per cubic meter:  5,83$ 
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 •  Surface area 47 hectares / productive forest  40 hectares  

•  Value:  1000,00$ per acre/ 2500$ per hectare =  117 500$  

•  Tax burden:  1175$ property tax  and 325$ school tax = 1500$ 

•   Annual growth @ 3 cubic meters / hectare = 120 cubic meters 
 
•  Harvest per 20 year cycle: 2 400 cubic meters =   60 truck loads  

•  Tax cost per cubic meter: 12,50$ 
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•  Average tax cost  = 5,60$  per cubic meter produced  SFM  

•  PRTF = TRProgram does not reimburse tax burden but qualified 
investment  (ie. silviculture costs, tree planting costs or road 
construction costs) to a yearly maximum of 85% of taxes paid.  

•   Example :   
• 1000$  property and school tax  

• 1000$  roadwork 
• 850$ reimbursement 

• 5000$ roadwork  
• 850$ per year reimbursement for 6 years  
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¨  Based on existing farm tax credit  

¨  Annual tax burden = 1000$  

¨  Province sends  700 $ to municipality.  

¨  Municipality sends a 300$ $ tax bill to owner.    
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Woodlot Management Agencies 
  

and cost share programs  
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Incentive Programs  

•  Provincial cost share 50 M$ 

•  Nursery production  for private land 20 M$ 

•  PRTF tax reimbursement program  12 M$ 

•  Forest Credit Program   
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17 Woodlot Agencies in Quebec 
 

• 29,000 landowners with management plans 
  

•      Agencies  manage cost share programs  

•      7000 subsidized silviculture workers 

•       55 group ventures and woodlot coops  

•    Over 125 accredited consulting 
     foresters with dedicated budgets   



  

 

•  775 000 hectares =  1,9 M  acres =  Outaouais   

•  10,500 owners/ producers > 4 hectares 
•      
•  10% or 1050 owner producers with registered 

status  

•  20% of woodlots with management plans 

•  8 certified delivery agents  (RPF)    
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Constant Budget /Planting less trees 
 
 
 

•   2000      - 1 M  trees planted @ 15 cents 

•   2006   -  600,000 trees @ 30 cents  

•   2012      -  500,000 trees @ 50 cents 

•   2018    - 300,000 trees @ 50 cents 
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Pre commercial thinnings  
in natural poplar 
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Cost of a tree free to grow  2018 
 
 

•   Nursery stock  LDS 310 cc     
 1,00$ 

•   Year 1   planting 2000 per hectare   0,50$ 

•   Year 3   mechanical maintenance     
0,90$ 

•   Year 5 mechanical maintenance      
 1,00$ 

  ---------- 
     3,40$ 
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Markets 
 

•  Objective is to get decent stumpage price   

•  8,000  owners harvest wood for markets 

•  Most owners do not harvest wood themselves 

• Competition with fiber from public land  

   



 
 TENURE  

PRIVATE/ PUBLIC    
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Markets 
 

•  Mill delivered price in 2017 same as in 2000 

•  Harvesting costs have increased  

•  Transport cost have increased  

•  Silviculture costs have increased  

•  Stumpage  revenue has decreased 
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15 Woodlot Marketing Boards 
 

•  134,000 woodlot owners 
  
•   8,000  owners harvest wood for markets 

•   6,2  million meters delivered to Quebec mills 
 
•   371 million $ FOB mill in 2017 

•  2,5 billion $ business generation  
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STRATEGY TO ENCOURAGE  
BMPS AND FIBER PRODUCTION 

  

 
•  Woodlot owner survey maps socio-economic profile  
  
•  Private land forest inventory with regional AAC per 

species.   

•  Marketing board records trends in harvest behaviour and  
market conditions.  

•  Develop strategy based on  available programs and 
incentives,  expected landowner behaviour, landbase 
capacity , manpower and entrepreneur availability. 
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N=194 FPFQ 2012 
% 

  Age                   (Outaouais)  

§ Less tahn 25 years old   0% 

§  25 à 34 yrs   1% 

§  35 à 44 yrs  7% 

§  45 à 54 yrs 23% 

§  55 à 64 yrs  29% 

§ Plus de 64 yrs 38% 

   Average Age …….62 years old…. 
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Total 
% 

N=1062 

       Outaouais  
§   Man   owner  472 44% 

§   Woman  owner  98 9% 

§    Couples  246 23% 

•  Co-ownership  2 owners or more   115 11% 

•  Organizations , municipalities , clubs or farms   66 6% 

•  Company number  … Qc Inc or Canada Inc.  65 6% 



 

Gender 
 

Total 
% 

AFPO   2011 

N=1062 

     Propriétaires de boisés  en Outaouais (données AFPO 2011) 

§  Man  718 67% 

§ Woman  344 33% 
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     Where do you live ? 

§   On the woodlot or closeby 55% 

§   In the city 25% 

§   More than 30 km  22% 

§   Out of  province  15% 
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§  Woodlot extension / information / training  

§  Tax incentives  

§  Collective bargaining empowerment  

§  Natural disaster remediation programs  

§  Land easements  

§  Payment for EGS/ Carbon Credits  

§  Diversify / wildlife / hunting / firewood/ 
agoforestry 
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§  Controlled transport cost… with pooling. The 
landowner does not have to negociate with the 
trucker.   

§  Guaranteed payment by marketing board for 
controlled products.  

§  Disadvantage … adds  cost for the marketing of 
wood  2,00$ per m3 

§  Disadvantage… there are geographic  limits to 
collective effort.  
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§  Collective mechanisms / funding  for 
recuperation  in case of natural disasters  

§  Harvest priority/ market  mechanisms  in the case 
of  natural disasters, insect infestations, 
windthrow, icestorms, etc. 

§  Cost share programs ought to give priority to 
fund  recuperation   
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¨  Sponsors (TNC, watershed associations, lake associations, wildlife 
associations,  hunting associations,  DU) who offer easements  in 
exchange of property rights  or services  EGS  

¨  Prevent parcellization and fragmentation  

¨  Encourage « present use », prevent conversion to alternate land use,  
lower the costs of staying  in business (payback mortgages, improve 
retirement options to owners)  
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§  Carbon credits - Find new sources of cost share $$ for 
plantations. Governments should come up with carbon 
market for private woodlots.  

§  Biomass - What used to be left in the forest can now be 
harvested and sold to generate energy….. And this is 
termed to be renewable energy.  
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Intelligent woodlot owners can rank values 
appropriately….. 

New profile owner are willing to invest into EGS or else…. 
forfeit fiber revenues…. and priorize EGS 

With climate change,  city dwellers will migrate  to 
rurality… and to the woodlots 

Soon, …. EGS will gain a commercial value  
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Tel: 819-827-0338 

email: vbrunette@afpo.ca 
Web: www.afpo.ca 
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